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Why your book cover is critical to 

your book’s success 

With self-publishing settling into the 

mainstream, fierce competition has 

upped the ante for indie authors. The 

finest books boast strong, well-

written stories.  

But to rise to the top, to gain traction 

with readers, even the best book 

needs a dynamic cover.  

Recognizing this, savvy indies invest time and energy into creating striking 

cover designs. As a result, it’s becoming nearly impossible to differentiate 

between self- and traditionally published books. 

Unless you’re a well-known author who has fans who simply buy whatever you 

write or the buyer has been compelled to purchase your materials as a part of a 

course of study or research, the book cover is not just the first thing someone 

sees; it’s the ONLY thing someone sees — and they must decide based on the 

book cover alone whether they’re going to take some additional action to 

investigate what’s inside your book. 

A quote from Self -Publishing on a Shoestring: Cover Me, Baby!: A book 

cover is an invitation — a way of seducing the reader. It beckons, inviting them to 

enter the world of your book and dance with your characters for a while. It 

makes a promise about what kind of music they’ll be dancing to. 

A book’s cover is the first thing a potential reader sees and it can make a 

lasting impression. If a great design has gut-level emotional appeal and the 

power to entice readers, a poorly designed cover can be a real turn-off.  

Your cover should convey the tone and genre of your story, be eye-catching 

and, most importantly, look like it’s been professionally done. 

According to major reviewers like Naomi Blackburn, one of the world’s top 

Goodreads reviewers, “If the cover seems to be nothing more than a catalog 

photograph with block lettering, I bypass it,” she says. “If the author didn't care 

enough to dedicate time/effort to their cover, I wonder how much time they put 

into the book itself.” 
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An outstanding cover may also attract the 

attention of retail merchandising managers, 

which can translate into a boon for sales. “When 

eBook retailers select books for special 

merchandising features, cover design is 

paramount,” Say the buyers we interviewed. “A 

great cover combined with great reader reviews is 

a killer combination.” 

Readers, marketers, and merchandisers know a 

great cover when they see one, but what exactly are the elements? 

The most important aspect is intangible. The book cover should look 

professional. Clear author branding and great cover art are among the 

variables are contributing elements. 

Quality book covers are easily read and the art shouldn't fight the typography. 

A romance novel shouldn't look like a thriller or visa-versa.” 

Remember that the cover image will be reproduced in both small and large 

sizes. For that reason, a strong, simple image will usually ‘pop’ better and be 

remembered by readers. 

The cover image is especially important for e-books. Remember that on an 

iPhone, the front jacket cover will be merchandised at a size of ½” wide by 

about ¾” tall. When people refer to this as a thumbnail-size image, it really is. 

To quote Pamela Shepherd, a buyer for Barnes and Noble: “Anyone who 

believes a book is not judged by its cover has never met a buyer from Barnes 

and Noble.” 

The bottom line: Readers really do judge books by their covers! 

So, make that book cover good-looking, and if you need help (as most of us 

non-designers do), hire a professional book designer. 

If you’re determined to do it yourself 

Although most writers are not good graphic designers, you can still create good 

looking covers for your e-books, by using software templates. 

I won’t recommend or even endorse these over using a professional because I’d 

be doing you a disservice if I did. 
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The one caveat I have in recommending these packages is that you’re NOT 

using an original design – you’re simply modifying a stock item so do NOT 

expect it to have the look, feel, and pop of something that was created as a 

unique design by a professional book cover designer. 

1. http://bookcovers.creativindie.com/free-online-3d-book-cover-

generator/#swf 

2. http://groundbreak.com/graphics2.html   

3. www.bosseye.com/boxshot/index.htm  

4. http://quick-3d-cover.en.lo4d.com 

5. www.myecovermaker.com/ecover-design 

6. http://download.cnet.com/CoverFactory/3000-2186_4-10973168.html 

7. www.adazing.com/cover-mocks 

These charge a fee for their software and services: 

1. www.bookcoverpro.com ($95)  

2. www.createspace.com/Special/Help/Rights/servicepricing.jsp ($99-$599 

per cover)  
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